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Introduction

A nucleus consists of nucleons which ace held together by

unknown forces. Not even with a complete knowledge of the

interactions between the nucleons would it be possible to give

an exact description for nuclei containing more than two

nucleons. Therefore the understanding of the physical processes

in nuclei has to be gained from simplified models. In one such

model the nucleus is described as an electrically charged

liquid drop . This model describes qualitatively the

collective properties of nuclei like the average mass, the

critical mass of fission etc. There are, however, some

quantities which cannot be described by this macroscopic model,

e.g. the ground state spin of an odd-A nucleus, the deformation

of nuclear shape (usually measured as a quadrupole moment) or

the mass asymmetry of the fragments of fissioning nuclei. Such

effects are believed to originate from the shell structure .

A model of the shell structure may be obtained using a

mean-field potential, in which the nucleons are assumed to move

independently of each other. In this approach the nucleons are

mainly influenced by a central force, which simulates the field

generated by the "other" nucleons. Rainwater' and Bohr4'

discussed the possibility that an odd particle outside the

(nuclear) core might polarize the core leading to a deformed

system. A very simple but powerful, deformed nuclear shell

model is the Nilsson model1' of 1955, in which the average

potential is assumed to be in the form of a modified harmonic

oscillator.

The model describing the macroscopic properties of nuclei

may be combined with the model describing the microscopic

properties. A workable scheme is due to Strutinsky (1967). In

his shell-correction method the liquid drop energy is modulated

by an energy term originating from the single-particle states

of the shell model. With this as a tool it became possible to

make realistic calculations of the nuclear potential energy.

The intrinsic ground state deformation corresponds to the

minimum of the potential energy.
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A nucleus in its ground state is a perfectly arranged

system, i.e. the temperature is zero. Nuclei as well as some

fluids at such conditions may show a particular behaviour,

superfluidity7' . This is conventionally referred to as

'pairing correlations', as the 'pairing-force' tends to order

the particles in pairs. The most striking features of pairing

correlations in nuclei are the decrease of the total energy (of

the order 1 MeV) and the decrease of the noment of inertia (by

about 50 percent).

Reflection asymmetric deformations

Reflection asymmetric deformations have been introduced to

explain two different phenomena: the mass asymmetry of fission

and low-lying negative parity states.

In nuclei around 2<*°CJ spontaneous fission leads to a mass

asymmetry of the fragments. An explanation in terms of octupole

deformation (pear-shape) was given by Johansson , who

estimated the shell-effects of a pear-sh?ped single-particle

potential with a spin-orbit term included. Möller and

Nilsson10 made a more quantitative investigation along these

lines with the help of the Strutinsky-method.

In some regions of the nuclear chart, for instance around

thorium, the negative parity states are particularly low in

energy. It seems likely that this kind of spectra are connected

with intrinsic octupole deformation. The occurrence of these

states may be interpreted in two different ways. In one model

the nucleus does not have any stable octupole deformation, but

it is soft to octupole shape distortions. In such a case

vibrational states will come low in energy. This thesis will,

however, be concentrated on the other explanation, the

possibility of stable octupole deformations. It was pointed out

by Strutinsky that a non-vanishing octupole coupling between

a filled and an unfilled level will be a generator of octupole
12)deformation. Lee and Inglis tried to calculate the strength

of the corresponding force in a harmonic oscillator potential.

In the above-mentioned work by Johansson also the possibility

of stable octupole ground-state deformations was investigated.

These calculations were, however, not accurate enough to settle



the question of their possible existence. The Strutinsky method

made it possible to do more precise investigations within the

deformed shell model. However, in early calculations , the

resulting minima were very shallow and could not be considered

as theoretical evidence for the breaking of intrinsic symmetry.

The first firm indications for stable octupole deformations

within the shell model were reported by Möller and Nix1* in

1981.

An extended investigation in this spirit is reported in

paper I. Contrary to most earlier calculations, we used a

liquid drop model with a finite-range interaction for the

surface energy and with parameters fitted for a large range of

nuclei . The shell structure results from a folded Yukawa

potential , which has a more realistic radial shape compared

to the harmonic oscillator. For a number of nuclei around 222Ra

the minima of the potential energy corresponding to pear-shape

were more than 1 MeV lower than the reflection-symmetric

constrained minima. The systematics of the experimentally

measured lowest-lying negative-parity states indicates this

region as the most promising for octupole instability.

In paper II these results are compared with the results

obtained using a Hoods-Saxon potential, which has about the

same radial shape as the folded Yukawa potential. The

corresponding minima in the Woods-Saxon potential energy

surfaces are not so deep as those of the folded Yukawa

potential; in one extreme case the difference in energy gain

due to octupole deformation is about 1 MeV. These differences

were deduced to originate from a difference in the fit of the

single-particle levels. We also extented our investigation to

some ligther nuclei, among which the nuclei around 1<f<Ba were

predicted to have stable octupole ground-state deformation. The

very heavy and very light nuclei with Z*34 were found to be

soft against octupole deformation, but without any stable

octupola shape.

In investigations of nuclear ground state deformations it

is crucial that the density created by the single-particle wave

functions can roughly reproduce the deformation of the

potential. This is necessitated by the fundamental assumption



in the mean-field approximation: The single-particle potential

simulates the field created by the "other" nucleons. The

consistency in this sense of the Nilsson potential has

previously been checked 16)
In paper III the shape

inconsistency (i.e. the difference in deformation) between the

average potential and the corresponding nucleonic density was

shown to be small (generally less than 5 percent) for both the

Nilsson and Wood-Saxon models. In particular it was shown that

in the Woods-Saxon model the charge distribution is somewhat

more deformed than the mass distribution.

\

Another aspect of reflection asymmetric deformations

considered in this thesis concerns the process following the

fission of muonic-atomic nuclei (paper IV). The muon is here

intended to act as a probe and to give information on the

fission process at the scission piont1 . It is therefore of

basic interest to investigate how the final (i.e. measured)

muonic distribution depends on the conditions at the scission

point. The two fragments are in our simple model simulated by

point charges, around which the muon is orbiting. The ground

state of the muonic system would then to a large extent

correspond to orbits around the heavier fragment, while some of

the excited states correspond to orbits around the lighter

fragment. The time-dependent Schröding«>r equation for the

process was solved from an assumed scission point to a point of

negligible interaction. The time-scale of this process is

mainly given by the repulsion between the fragments (-.10 s).

Vie found that the muon excitation probability is of the order

of a few perce.it, and it seems that the final muon distribution

is more or less given by the conditions at the scission point.

Rotational aspects

The rotational degree of freedom has attained a large

interest since the discovery of the so-called beckbending

phenomenon1* in 1971. The name backbending stems from the

curve of the moment of inertia plotted versus rotational

frequency (itf={E(I+l)-E(I-l)}/2)rf): An increase of nuclear spin

might induce such an increase of the moment of inertia that the

the rotational frequency goes down, i.e. a backbend. This

phenomenon is a manifestation of a sharp crossing between two
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rotational bands of different structure 19)

The most powerful theoretical model which admits an ex-

planation of the backbending effects is the cranking model

formulated by Inglis2 in 1954. In this concept an

intrinsically deformed single-particle potential is considered

in a rotating frame of reference. In the cranking hamiltonian

H U = H. . - Utf,
intr 1

J is the spin projected on the rotational 1-axis. The last

term of this equation expresses the centrifugal and Coriolis

forces. In this equation the rotational frequency may be

treated as a Lagrangian multiplier to fulfill the condition

<J >=/j(J+l). It is usually assumed that the pairing

correlations can be neglected in very rapidly rotating nuclei,

as the pairing forces are counteracted by the Coriolis

forces2 . However, at low and intermediate spins the pairing

interaction has to be taken into account.

The Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov2 (HFB) approach provides a

powerful tool for investigations within the cranking

model23'2 . In this approach the backbending phenomenon is

explained as a crossing between bands having different number

of quasi-particles. The so-called cranked shell model (CSM) has

been applied successfully to many nuclei . The shape of the

nucleus is in investigations of this kind usually considered to

be elongated and possibly triaxial.

Earlier investigations of the nuclei around thorium have

not succeeded in explaining the absence of backbending in these

nuclei . In the last two papers of this thesis (V and VI) we

discuss the influence of intrinsic octupole deformation on the

rotational behaviour of the nucleous.

In paper V we report the first calculations including

octupole shape within the cranked HFB method. The cranking

calculations were carried out for Z22Th, both at reflection-

symmetric shape and at the predicted octupole deformed ground

state (cf. paper II). In the reflection-symmetric case a sharp

backbending was predicted, while the calculations including

octupole couplings resulted in an upbend providing a close fit



to experimental data.

In paper VI we extend our investigations along these lines.

The cranking formalism is analysed in order to find the

symmetries and quantum numbers which remains when the intrinsic

parity is broken . The characteristics of the remaining

quantum number simplex (introduced in paper V) are prescribed.

The rotational spectra of several radium and thorium isotopes

are discussed, and arguments for octupole deformations at high

spin in these nuclei are given. The consequences of an octupole

deformation on the rotational behaviour are analysed using a

two j-shell model in a similar way as Bengtsson et al

analysed the rotational properties of a single j-shell. As

principal conclusions we state that the alignment, the crossing

frequency and the band interaction are changed considerably

with octupole deformation. These conclusions are corroborated

in more realistic Woods-Saxon-Bogolyubov calculations. We also

examine the possibility of shape changes in ZHTh in the way

suggested by Frauendorf and May . Prom the result we conclude

that one- or two-quasi-particle excitations cannot be expected

to change the octupole deformation considerably. Higher quasi-

particle excitations will probably cause a transition to a

reflection symmetric shape of the nucleus.
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